In order to attract more flexible resource to take part in integrated demand response (IDR), this can be realized by introducing load aggregator-based framework. In this paper, based on residential smart energy hubs (S.E. Hubs), a two-level IDR framework is proposed, in which S.E. Hub operators play the role of load aggregators. The framework includes day-ahead bidding and real-time scheduling. In day-ahead bidding, S.E. Hub operators have to compete dispatching amount for maximal profit; hence, noncooperative game approach is formulated to describe the competition behavior among operators. In real-time scheduling, the dispatching model is formulated to minimize the error between real-time scheduling amount and bidding amount. Moreover, in order to reduce the influence of IDR on residential users, 4 categories of users' flexible loads are modeled according to load consumption characteristic, and then these models are considered as the constraints in real-time scheduling. A case study is designed to validate the effectiveness of the proposed two-level IDR framework. And simulation results confirm that smart grid, S.E. Hub operators, and residential users can benefit simultaneously.
Introduction
In recent years, energy demand in all walks is increased rapidly due to the development of economy and society. Particularly, in peak energy demand hours, tense situation of supply and demand happens from time to time, which affects the stability of smart grid. Accordingly, demand response (DR), which is one of the core technologies in smart grid, is taking an increasing, important role in digging up demand side resources and relieving tension problem of supply and demand [1, 2] . Furthermore, with the appearance of environmental pollution and energy crisis, integrated energy system including electricity, natural gas, and heat is introduced into demand side. Consequently, traditional demand response gradually develops towards integrated demand response (IDR) [3, 4] . The implementation of IDR project can relieve the supply pressure of electricity and promote synergetic benefits of multiply energy.
However, in general, the current DR potential lack of in-depth excavation and response degree of users is not very high. Particularly, in residential demand side, since DR resource level for single residential user is too low to participate in the DR, too much flexible resource is wasted in residential demand side. Based on such background, the concept of load aggregator (LA) gradually appears, whose role is mainly to integrate DR resource to participate in the grid dispatching [5] . Such organization is an intermediate provider, who aggregates users' flexible resource and then sells the aggregated resource to Grid Company. Under the participation of load aggregator, more flexible loads in residential demand side can take part in the DR project to obtain more profit. At the same time, power grid can realize the energy demand reduction in peak hours to guarantee the stability and safety of grid [6, 7] .
Currently, remarkable work has been done with respect to LA. References [8] [9] [10] [11] have proposed optimal bidding strategies of flexible loads for LA. These studies propose different approaches according to the assumptions whether the LA's bidding strategy can influence market price or whether LA's awarded electricity is exactly equal to its demand bid.
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On the other hand, in [12] , a bilevel model is presented to schedule the procurement strategies, i.e., the upper level problem intends to maximize the profit of the proactive distribution company, while the lower-level one expresses the profit maximization per LA. Authors in [13] have provided an optimization algorithm to manage a virtual power plant (i.e., LA) composed of a large number of customers with thermostatically controlled appliances. Furthermore, [14] has proposed a contract-based direct control policy for the energy management of industrial thermal loads with central controller (i.e., aggregator), and then a robust model predictive control design is considered to provide upward and downward regulating power services. In [15] , LA is employed to implement the direct thermostat control program for residential consumers, and for that, the paper has proposed the optimal bidding strategies and compensation mechanisms. Similarly, authors in [16] put forward a two-layer optimal dispatching model, in which LA is employed to implement the direct control of commercial users' air conditioners to reduce the electricity demand in peak hours. Authors in [17] also put forward a two-layer optimal dispatching model by LA integrating electric vehicles to participate in the DR, and simulation results show that LA can reduce the scheduling deviation and charging cost effectively.
In general, the existing research on LA is mainly focused on the scheduling of single type of appliances, such as thermal/cooling load or electric vehicle, but only a few research studies concentrate on the collaborative scheduling of different types of appliances. Moreover, few literatures have considered the IDR by aggregator scheduling different types of appliances in combined heating and power (CHP) system. Therefore, this paper mainly concentrates on the optimization of bidding strategy and control strategy for smart energy hub (S.E. Hub) by considering different categories of household appliances in CHP system. Here, S.E. Hub mainly refers to intelligent multicarrier CHP systems, which integrate CHP energy hubs and the advancement in smart grid technologies [18] [19] [20] . S.E. Hub can use energy management system (EMS) to access the electricity and natural gas prices data and wisely manage their daily energy consumption [21] . Accordingly, in our proposed framework, S.E. Hub operator is responsible for load aggregation of internal residential users, and residential users allow their different categories of flexible appliances to be controlled by S.E. Hub's EMS. In the bidding market, noncooperative game approach is proposed to describe the competition behavior among S.E. Hub operators. Furthermore, in order to guarantee the comfort of users, consumption characteristics of household appliances are modeled as the control constraints in the process of real-time scheduling. In brief, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) A novel IDR framework is introduced by S.E. Hub operator aggregating different categories of flexible household appliances.
(2) A two-level dispatching architecture is formulated to reduce electricity demand in peak hours, in which day-ahead bidding amount is optimized with noncooperative game and real-time scheduling is performed based on the consumption characteristic of appliances. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. IDR framework is introduced in Section 2. The system model is described in Section 3. And then, noncooperative game approach for day-ahead bidding is presented in Section 4. Section 5 mainly focuses on the real-time scheduling. Case study is simulated and discussed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 gives the conclusion.
Framework Design of S.E. Hub Participating in IDR
The structure of proposed scenario is shown in Figure 1 . Each S.E. Hub can obtain continuous energy supply from public grid and gas pipeline. Energy demand of residential users is divided into electrical load and thermal load. Thermal load can be satisfied with household appliance or provided uniformly with gas turbine and gas boiler. Note that cooling load of users has been included in electrical load considering that uniformed cooling supply is not very common at present. S.E. Hub EMS can control household appliances of residential users who are willing to participate in the IDR. In addition, EMS can schedule energy output of turbine and boiler and can communicate with public grid. In the proposed scenario, S.E. Hub operator is the intermediary between dispatching center of smart grid and IDR resource. The commercial framework of S.E. Hub operator participating in IDR is shown in Figure 2 . It shows that the commercial IDR framework can be divided into macro level and micro level. Dispatching center of smart grid and S.E. Hub operators consist of macro level, while S.E. Hub operators and residential users consist of micro level. In macro level, S.E. Hub operators will have trading with dispatching center. In micro level, each S.E. Hub operator will schedule and manage flexible load of native users. The concrete steps of the framework are presented as follows:
(1) Firstly, dispatching center will broadcast information about bidding price parameters and dispatching time slots to all S.E. Hubs in the day-ahead bidding market.
(2) Secondly, in day-ahead bidding market, S.E. Hub operators will bid for load dispatching amount of each time slot to maximize the self-profit based on the broadcasted information.
(3) Thirdly, in real-time scheduling, each S.E. Hub operator will dispatch users' load according to bidding result by controlling the operation state of household appliances.
It is needed to point out that, before conducting IDR project, each S.E. Hub operator will sign a contract with residential users in the Hub. The contract content mainly includes flexible load types which are willing to be controlled by operator, compensation price which operator has to pay to users, and dispatching constraints of flexible load (such as the acceptable time slot of load, comfortable requirement of user). Furthermore, flexible load of users can be divided into 4 categories:
(1) Load I: such electrical load can be shifted and interrupted, and users are not very sensitive to the consumption time of such load. For example, users will not be influenced as long as electrical vehicle (EV) is fully charged before users go out with vehicle.
(2) Load II: such electrical load can be shifted but cannot be interrupted, and the shiftable time slot is shorter than the time slot of Load I. For example, washing machine can operate in anytime in the shiftable time slot, but it cannot be stopped until machine works over.
(3) Load III: such electrical load can be interrupted but cannot be shifted, and user comfort will be influenced if such load is interrupted inappropriately. For example, air conditioner can be stopped intermittently as long as room temperature is in the range of users' acceptable temperature.
(4) Load IV: such electrical load belongs to replaceable load and can be satisfied with electrical appliance or provided uniformly with gas turbine and gas boiler. For example, electrical water heater can satisfy users' hot water demand for bath, but the demand can also be satisfied with turbine or boiler.
After signing the contract, S.E. Hub EMS will obtain the control of above load and can control the operation state of load. According to the dispatching constraints of 4 categories of loads, S.E. Hub operator will make a reasonable control strategy to finish the dispatching amount obtained in the dayahead market. Based on the formulated framework, smart grid, S.E. Hub operators, and residential users can all obtain the benefit. For smart grid, load demand in peak hours can be reduced greatly, which will relieve tension problem of supply and demand. For S.E. Hub operators, they can obtain the economic profit in the trading with smart grid. For residential users, they can obtain the economic compensation from S.E. Hub operator. Additionally, since consumption characteristics of different household appliances are fully considered in real-time scheduling, users will not be influenced greatly when flexible loads are controlled by S.E. Hub operator.
System Model
Based on the proposed scenario, we assume that there are S.E. Hubs in the proposed scenario with the set = [1, 2 . . . ] and load dispatching needs to be conducted in
. . Energy Consumption Model. Assume that bidding amount of S.E. Hub is in time slot ; it is subject to the following constraint:
where is the bidding amount of load i in time slot t and M represents the maximal bidding amount of load i. Therefore, the individual feasible bidding amount set of S.E. Hub n can be expressed as
. . , } represents the bidding amount profile of S.E. Hub n in all dispatching slots . Accordingly, the feasible energy consumption set of all S.E. Hub operators can be expressed as
. . Gas Boiler Model. When residual heat in the heat recovery boiler cannot satisfy the heat demand of users, gas boiler can provide extra heat with the high efficiency by burning natural gas. Heat energy output of gas boiler can be expressed as [22, 23] = gas (4) where is gas boiler's heat output of S.E. Hub in time slot and is gas consumption rate.
. . Bidding Price Model. In order to maintain bidding market stability, it is necessary for dispatching center of smart grid to design a reasonable bidding price model. Assume that bidding price in time slot ∈ is , and bidding amount of S.E. Hub operator is in time slot . Then, the total bidding dispatching amount in time slot is calculated as
Consider that market price generally has a significant linear relation with load demand level; that is, =̃( − ) +̃ (6) wherẽand̃are constants and is the predicted load amount in time slot t. Since predicted load amount is irrelevant with bidding amount , hence (6) can be rewritten to
where < 0 and > 0 are only correlated with time . Model (7) shows that is positively correlated with , while it is negatively correlated with . When load level of grid is high, S.E. Hub operator will obtain a high bidding price. However, with the increase of S.E. Hub operators participating in the bidding market, the price will be reduced gradually. Therefore, the founded bidding price model can motivate the enthusiasm of S.E. Hub operators and also can guarantee the stability of market price.
Noncooperative Game for S.E. Hub Participating in Day-Ahead Bidding
According to Figure 2 , S.E. Hub operator will firstly take part in the day-ahead bidding market. In the bidding market, considering each S.E. Hub operator is only concerned about self-interest, noncooperative game model is designed for operator to maximize the daily profit.
. . Day-Ahead Bidding Optimization Problem. The obtained profit of S.E. Hub operator is mainly from dispatching center for the contribution in peak load shifting. Considering the fact that S.E. Hub operator has to obtain the control of appliances in IDR, users will get the corresponding economic compensation. Accordingly, daily profit of S.E. Hub operator can be expressed as
where = 1-4 represents load I-IV; is the compensation price for load ; ℎ is thermal energy price selling to users; is the price of natural gas; and is the gas consumption amount, which can be calculated as
In this paper, the value of satisfies 1 < 2 < 3 . Users will almost not be influenced as load I is controlled, while users will be influenced greatly as load IV is interrupted Mathematical Problems in Engineering   5 inappropriately. In addition, since load IV belongs to replaceable load, S.E. Hub operator would not shift its consumption time or interrupt its operation. Therefore, it is unnecessary to give corresponding economic compensation. But S.E. Hub operator can make a profit by selling heat to users. Accordingly, S.E. Hub operator will take the maximization of daily profit (8) as the target to compete with other operators in the bidding market. That is, maximize ( )
Each S.E. Hub operator ∈ will obtain the optimal bidding strategy by solving the problem (10).
. . Noncooperative Game Formulation. Market bidding price is determined by all S.E. Hub operators who participate in the market. Hence, S.E. Hub operator's profit will be influenced not only by its own bidding amount , but also by the bidding amount of other operators. Therefore, the day-ahead bidding process for S.E. Hub operators belongs to typical noncooperative game. Based on the objective function (10), noncooperative game model can be formulated as follows [24] : (i) Players: all S.E. Hub operators participating in the bidding market
(ii) Strategies: bidding amount (iii) Payoffs: the total profit of S.E. Hub ∈ in all dispatching period
where
represents the bidding strategy set of other N-1 S.E. Hub operators except n. All S.E. Hub operators will constantly update their own strategies according to the payoff function (11) until the payoff reaches the maximum value. Once all operators obtain the maximum profit, anyone will not change the strategy. Such equilibrium state is called Nash equilibrium, which can be expressed as
where ( * , * − ) is Nash equilibrium.
. . Nash Equilibrium. In this section, the existence of Nash equilibrium for the formulated noncooperative game will be proved. And then, the algorithm process for searching the equilibrium will be presented. Definition . The variational inequality denoted by VI(L, ) is to find a vector * ∈ L such that
Based on Lemma 1 and Definition 2, the following lemma can be obtained.
Lemma 3. e Nash equilibrium of the above formulated game is equivalent to the solution of the variational inequality (VI) problem denoted by VI(L, ), where
where = ( , − ) and ( , − ) is expressed as follows:
Proof. The proof can be found in [25] .
According to Lemma 3, we can obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 4. In the above noncooperative game, there exists a Nash equilibrium and the equilibrium is unique.
Proof. See Appendix B.
In order to search the Nash equilibrium, the algorithm process is proposed as follows.
Step . Initialize the parameters in the game.
Step . In the individual feasible bidding amount set L, randomly initialize all S.E. Hub operators' bidding strategy .
Step . Let the strategy − of other -1 operators fixed; then for S.E. Hub operator , maximize the function (11) to search the optimal strategy by using interior point method, and then let (
Step . Similar to Step 3, search the optimal strategy − of other N-1 S.E. Hub operators in turn and update * − = − .
Step . Repeat Steps 3 and 4 until (
is the Nash equilibrium, and the value of ( * , * − ) is the maximal profit for ∀ ∈ .
Optimization Model for S.E. Hub Participating in Real-Time Scheduling
In real-time scheduling, each S.E. Hub operator will dispatch users' load according to day-ahead bidding result by controlling the operation state of household appliances. Accordingly, the optimization model is designed for S.E. Hub operator to search the optimal real-time scheduling strategy. 1, 2, 3, 4) is the load 's set of user and ∈ A is any appliance in the set A . Considering that S.E. Hub operator implements dispatching mainly by controlling appliances being on or off state, assume that ( ) is the operation state of appliance in time slot .
( ) = 1 represents being in off state and ( ) = 0 represents being on operation. Based on the above assumption, dispatching amount of S.E. Hub in real time can be expressed as
where is the consumption power of appliance and △ is the time interval.
Generally, S.E. Hub operator will take the bidding amount as the objective to schedule users' appliances in real time. However, each kind of appliance has its unique consumption constraint and control variables in real-time belong to discrete variables. Therefore, day-ahead bidding amount and real-time dispatching amount̃are hard to be always equal. In order to maximize the profit, S.E. Hub operator will intend to minimize the deviation between and̃via controlling the operation state of appliances. Consequently, S.E. Hub operator will take the deviation as the optimal target to control users' appliances. Accordingly, real-time scheduling model can be expressed as
. . Optimization Constraints for Real-Time Scheduling. In order to reduce the influence of IDR on users, real-time scheduling has to obey the consumption characteristic of household appliances. Therefore, the referred 4 categories of load have the following dispatching constraints.
(1) Load I: assume that the working period of such load is
; then load I has to consume the required energy in period 1 ; that is,
where 1 is the daily energy consumption of appliance to consume the required energy in period 2 . Furthermore, once such load starts to operate, it cannot be interrupted:
where 2 is the daily energy consumption of appliance 2 of user and 2 is the consumption power of appliance 2 . (3) Load III: such load cannot be shifted from the peak hours. Hence, such load can only be interrupted intermittently in dispatching time to reduce the consumption in peak hours. Since user's comfort will be influenced if such load is interrupted inappropriately, therefore, S.E. Hub operator has to control turn-off time and turn-on time appropriately. That is, off , user's comfort will both be influenced. (4) Load IV: such electrical load belongs to replaceable load. Hence, as long as S.E. Hub operator can provide the equal energy produced by appliance 4 , the comfort of users will not be influenced. That is,
where 4 is the energy demand of user with appliance ( ) = 1 represents substitute device providing energy for user and else ( ) = 0. As long as energy demand of users is fully satisfied, users are not concerned about who provides energy.
Based on the constraints (18)- (22), each S.E. Hub operator will take the model (17) as the objective to schedule appliances in dispatching time slot T.
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Case Study
Assume that there are = 3 S.E. Hubs and each S.E. Hub has 1000 users. In addition, S.E. Hub operator takes charge of the daily operation of Hub and users can obtain the thermal energy uniformly from gas boiler equipped by S.E. Hub. Dispatching center of smart grid will broadcast the dispatching time slots and bidding price to all S.E. Hubs according to the predicted load in day-ahead. Considering that peak hours generally appear in 10:00-14:00 and 18:00-21:00, the scheduling cycle can be divided into day scheduling and night scheduling. Here, the night scheduling (i.e., 18:00-24:00) is taken as an example to show the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Accordingly, suppose that peak shaving hours are 18:00-21:00 and scheduling interval is △ = 15 minutes. That is, S.E. Hub operator will bid for load shaving amount with other 2 operators in time slots = [1, 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 12]. Furthermore, bidding price parameters are shown as follows (unit: dollars/kWh): = −0.036, = 0.021 ( = 1∼5 and 11∼12); = −0.035, = 0.022 ( = 6∼10). The thermal energy price ℎ is 0.025 dollars/kWh, natural gas price gas is 0.397 dollars/m 3 , and calorific value of natural gas gas is 9.7 kWh/m 3 . The load categories that users are willing to participate in IDR are shown in Table 1 .
The concrete parameters of each household appliance are introduced as follows.
(1) Assume that the charging time slots of EVs are 18:00-24:00 and 0:00-6:00. That is, the working period of EV is 1 = [1, 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 48]. EV's daily energy consumption is determined by energy amount for traveling 1 km and daily mileage. Presently, a common EV generally consumes energy 0.1-0.2 kWh for traveling 1 km. In addition, considering that development scale of EVs is small currently, there is a lack of relevant data about EV's daily mileage. Thus, traditional vehicles are applied to analyze driving characteristics of EVs. According to the data of American National Household Travel Survey, vehicle's daily mileage is
where is EV's daily mileage and = 3.7 and = 0.9.
(2) According to market research, energy power of washing machine and dishwasher are generally about 0.5 kW and 0.8 kW. In this case study, washing machine's power obeys uniform distribution on [0.4, 0.6] kW, and dishwasher's power obeys uniform distribution on [0.6, 1] kW. In addition, assume that working time slots of washing machine and dishwasher are 18:00-24:00; that is, 2 = [1, 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 20], and single-use time cycle is half an hour.
(3) Air conditioner can be employed to generate cooling energy in summer or thermal energy in winter. Therefore, air conditioner in summer can be considered as load III, which can be interrupted intermittently, while air conditioner in winter can be considered as load VI, which can be substituted by gas boiler. Assume that working time slots of air conditioner are 18:00-24:00 and 0:00-6:00, and scheduling time slots are 18:00-21:00. When air conditioner is used in winter, assume that thermal power of conditioner obeys uniform distribution on [1.8, 2.2] kW and = 3.34 is energy efficiency ratio of air conditioner. Therefore, thermal power that S.E. Hub has to provide with gas boiler is about 6 
. . Dispatching Result in Summer.
In order to reduce the control difficulty of S.E. Hub operator, we assume that 1000 users in each S.E. Hub are equally divided into 10 groups. Furthermore, considering that it is hard to persuade all users to sign the contract, we assume that S.E. Hub 1 has 80% participation rate, S.E. Hub 2 has 90% participation rate, and S.E. Hub 3 has 100% participation rate. That is, S.E. Hub operator 1-3 can control 8-10 groups of users' appliances, respectively. Operator will take each group as the control unit; that is, operation state of appliances in the same group will be controlled uniformly.
According to the above assumption, optimal result in bidding market and real-time scheduling can be obtained. Figure 3 is the bidding result of 3 S.E. Hub operators in the market. From the figure, we can see that the bidding amount is increased gradually from 18:00 to 21:00, especially during 19:15-20:30, and S.E. Hub operator with more flexible DR resources will bid for more dispatching amount. The reason is that the 4 types of appliances are gradually put into operation from 18:00 to 21:00; hence, S.E. Hub operator can control more appliances, while at 19:15-20:30, since such time slots have a high load level with high bidding price, each S.E. Hub operator will compete the maximal bidding amount based on their own flexible resources. From the aspect of smart grid, by introducing market price into the bidding mechanism, S.E. Hub operators can be encouraged into the noncooperative game. Consequently, the dispatching amount will be determined according to load level of power system and can also reduce dispatching center's IDR cost.
According to the bidding amount in the day-ahead market, the actual reduction amount of 3 S.E. Hub operators is shown in Table 2 . From the table, we can see that each household appliance has reduced the energy consumption during peak hours, but EVs and air conditioners have the greatest contribution. It shows that EVs and air conditioners play an important role in the DR. Here, it is needed to state that energy consumption of EV is reduced by shifting demand into other time slots, while air conditioner's consumption is reduced by interrupting air conditioner. Furthermore, in order to show the control strategy of each appliance, the control result of group 1 is shown in Figure 4 , in which, Figures 4(a) and 4(b) represent the operation state of EVs, dishwasher and washing machine, electric heat, and air conditioner, respectively. From the figure, we can see the real-time control strategy of S.E. Hub operator. EVs are charged between 3:15 and 5:15. Operation times of dishwashers and washing machine have been shifted into 22:00-22:30 and 23:00-23:30, respectively. Users' demands of hot water are all provided by gas boiler in 18:00-21:00, and hot water will be provided by electric load if users have demand after 21:00. While for air conditioner, S.E. Hub operator will interrupt the conditioner intermittently during 18:00-21:00 and then air conditioner will not be controlled after 21:00. Due to space limitation of paper, the control strategies of other groups are not presented in the paper. After all S.E. Hub operators schedule energy consumption, a new load profile can be obtained, which is shown in Figure 5 . By comparing the original profile and scheduling profile, energy demand in peak hours from 18:00 to 21:00 has greatly reduced and energy demand in off-peak hours has also increased to a certain degree. It demonstrates that the proposed IDR mechanism has a good performance in peak shaving and valley filling. In order to analyze the performance quantitatively, peak-to-average ratio (PAR) is introduced to measure the fluctuating level of load [22] . After some calculation, PAR in original profile is 2.13, while PAR in scheduling profile is 1.74. The reduction of PAR has reduced to 18.3%. It shows that fluctuating level of load has been weakened greatly after implementing IDR.
. . Dispatching Result in Winter.
Similarly, we still assume that S.E. Hub operators 1-3 have the control of 8-10 groups of users' appliances, respectively. Figure 6 shows the bidding amount of 3 S.E. Hub operators in winter. It shows that 3 operators all obtain the highest bidding amount during 19:15-20:30 due to the high load level with high bidding price in these time slots. Therefore, S.E. Hub operators will have a higher profit for selling more resource in these time slots compared with other times. Additionally, by comparing result in Figure 3 , we can find that during 18:00-19:15 and 20:30-21:00, the range of bidding amount of 3 S.E. Hub operators in winter has reached [49, 87] kWh. The main reason is that thermal demand of users in winter will increase greatly and such demand can also be satisfied by gas boiler; hence, S.E. Hub with more users will have more flexible DR resources. Furthermore, it is unnecessary for S.E. Hub operator to pay the economic compensation to users when thermal demand of users is substituted with gas boiler. Consequently, S.E. Hub operator with more thermal DR resources will bid for more dispatching amount in the market. Table 3 is the actual reduction amount of 3 S.E. Hub operators in winter. From the table, one can see that substituting air conditioner with gas boiler will greatly improve the effect of S.E. Hub participating in IDR. Since economic compensation of dishwasher in 3 appliances is the highest, actual reduction amount of dishwasher will be less in S.E. Hub with more IDR resources. For example, energy demand of dishwasher in S.E. Hub 1 is reduced to 0.26 MWh, while it is reduced to 0.22 MWh in S.E. Hub operator 3. According to the scheduling result, we can obtain the load profile in winter, which is shown in Figure 7 . One can see that the effect of peak shaving in 18:00-21:00 is weaker than that in summer, mainly because flexible loads in winter are less than loads in summer. After some calculation, PAR in original profile is 2.09, while PAR in scheduling profile is 1.78. The reduction of PAR has reduced to 14.5%, which is slightly weaker than that in summer.
. . Control Deviation and Profit Result. In this section, control deviation and profit of each S.E. Hub operator will be discussed and analyzed. Table 4 shows the deviation between actual reduction amount and bidding amount. Comparing the order of magnitude of bidding amount (i.e., MWh) and deviation (i.e., kWh), it is obvious that deviation is very small. Furthermore, from the prospect of deviation in summer and winter, we can find that deviation in summer is generally more than deviation in winter in most of time slots. It is mainly because that in summer, air conditioners' operation state in a group is uniformly controlled as a unit; hence, the frequent switching of air conditioners increases the probability of large deviation. Here, it is needed to classify that when a group contains less than 1000 users (e.g., 500 users or 100 users), the deviation will be reduced, but the controlling difficulty for S.E. Hub operator will increase. Table 5 shows the economic compensation and profit situation of 3 S.E. Hub operators. From the table, one can see that S.E. Hub operator with more flexible resources will obtain more overall profit. From the prospect of different seasons, S.E. Hub operators obtain more profit in winter than that in summer. In addition, operators in summer have to pay for more economic compensation than that in winter. The reason is that air conditioner in winter belongs to load IV; hence, operators don't need to make up for residential users. Furthermore, S.E. Hub operator can obtain more thermal profit in winter because of large thermal demand of users.
. . Analysis of Prediction Accuracy. In the above analysis, there is a potential assumption. That is, S.E. Hub operator can predict IDR resource amount precisely in day-ahead. However, in the reality, it is impossible that day-ahead prediction accuracy can reach 100% due to the randomness of users' consumption. The prediction accuracy has a great influence on the dispatching result. In this section, we assume that forecasting result of IDR resource amount has a 0%-20% deviation compared with the real amount, and then the dispatching and profit result will be analyzed. Here, 0%-20% deviation mainly refers to the situation that real IDR resource amount is less than the forecasting amount. Figures 8 and 9 are the profit and scheduling deviation under different prediction accuracy in summer and winter, respectively. In the figure, scheduling deviation is the summation of 3 operators' deviation in total time slots and profit is the summation of 3 S.E. Hub operators. One can see that, with the increase of prediction deviation, the scheduling deviation has increased from 0.007 MWh to 1.763 MWh in summer and from 0.002 MWh to 1.763 MWh in winter, while profit has decreased from 347 dollars to 297 dollars in summer and from 822 dollars to 749 dollars in winter. Particularly, when prediction accuracy varies in 0%-12%, prediction accuracy has little influence on real-time scheduling deviation and profit. However, when prediction accuracy varies in 16%-20%, prediction accuracy will greatly affect real-time scheduling deviation and profit. The main reason is that day-ahead bidding amount is less than realtime flexible load amount when prediction accuracy varies in 0%-12%; hence, S.E. Hub operators can achieve the bidding amount by controlling more household appliances. But when bidding amount exceeds real-time flexible load amount, it is impossible for S.E. Hub operators to achieve the bidding amount. Consequently, the real-time scheduling deviation will increase rapidly and profit will also decrease dramatically. Based on the above analysis, the prediction accuracy has a great influence on the scheduling result and profit of S.E. Hub operator. Therefore, it is important and necessary for S.E. Hub operator to improve the prediction accuracy of IDR resource. 
Conclusions
In this paper, a two-level IDR framework is proposed by introducing load aggregators (i.e., S.E. Hub operators in the paper). Based on the framework, noncooperative game model is modeled to search the optimal bidding strategy for S.E. Hub operators in day-ahead market, and then it is proved that the bidding game has unique Nash equilibrium. While in real-time scheduling, optimization dispatching model is modeled considering the consumption characteristic of each type of household appliances. In the case study, simulation results in summer and winter are presented. The results demonstrate that, by implementing the IDR framework, smart grid, S.E. Hub operators, and residential users all have the benefit. For smart grid, PAR will be improved effectively. For operators and users, they can obtain the economic income. In addition, by analyzing the influence of prediction accuracy on IDR, it is shown that enhancing prediction accuracy of flexible resource will contribute to the profit of load aggregators.
Since < 0, (A.1) is a diagonal matrix with all diagonal elements being negative. That is, Hessian matrix of ( , − ) is negative definite. Therefore, for each fixed − , the function ( , − ) is concave in over the set .
B. Proof of Proposition 4
Based on Lemma 3, if VI problem VI(L, ) only possesses one solution, then Proposition 4 can be proved. According to [26] , VI(L, ) will have a unique solution if ( ) is strictly monotone over since the feasible set L is compact and convex.
In order to prove the strict monotonicity of ( ), that is to prove where ( ) = ∇ ( ).
To prove (B.5), that is to prove Jacobian matrix of ( ) is negative definite, assume that ( ) = ∇ ( ); then ( ) + ( ) = 2 (11 + I) (B.6)
where I is a unit matrix and 1 is an N×1 matrix where all elements are 1. Characteristic values of matrix 11 T +I are 1 and N+1; hence, the characteristic values of ( ) + ( ) are 2 and 2( + 1) . Due to < 0, ( ) + ( ) is negative definite matrix. That is, ( ) is strictly monotone. Therefore, the formulated game has the unique Nash equilibrium.
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Appliance set for type of load :
Bidding strategy set for S.E. Hub operator − : Bidding strategy set of other S.E. Hub operators except operator :
Any dispatching time slot :
Bidding amount in time slot M :
Maximal bidding amount of load :
Total bidding amount in time slot : Gas boiler's heat output in S.E. Hub :
Gas consumption rate in S.E. Hub :
Bidding price in time slot , : Parameters of bidding price :
Thermal energy price selling to users :
Price of natural gas :
Gas consumption amount in time slot :
Real-time dispatching amount in S.E. Hub 
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